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QUESTION 1

Your company has an office in Seattle. 

You have an Azure subscription that contains a virtual network named VNET1. 

You create a site-to-site VPN between the Seattle office and VNET1. 

VNET1 contains the subnets shown in the following table. 

A. a route for Subnet1 That uses the virtual network gateway as the next hop 

B. a route for GatewaySubnet that uses the virtual network gateway as the next hop 

C. a route for GatewaySubnet that uses the local network gateway as the next hop 

D. a route for Subnet1 that uses The local network gateway as the next hop 

Correct Answer: B 

A route with the 0.0.0.0/0 address prefix instructs Azure how to route traffic destined for an IP address that is not within
the address prefix of any other route in a subnet\\'s route table. When a subnet is created, Azure creates a default route
to the 0.0.0.0/0 address prefix, with the Internet next hop type. We need to create a custom route in Azure to use a
virtual network gateway in the Seattle office as the next hop. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-udr-overview 

 

QUESTION 2

A company hosts virtual machines (VMs) in an on-premises datacenter and in Azure. The on-premises and Azure-
based VMs communicate using ExpressRoute. 

The company wants to be able to continue regular operations if the ExpressRoute connection fails. Failover connections
must use the Internet and must not require Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) support. 

You need to recommend a solution that provides continued operations. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Set up a second ExpressRoute connection. 
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B. Increase the bandwidth of the existing ExpressRoute connection. 

C. Increase the bandwidth for the on-premises internet connection. 

D. Set up a VPN connection. 

Correct Answer: D 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/hybrid-networking/expressroute-
vpn-failover 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to meet the technical requirement for VM4. What should you create and configure? 

A. an Azure Event Hub 

B. an Azure Notification Hub 

C. an Azure Logic App 

D. an Azure Service Bus 

Correct Answer: A 

Scenario: Create a workflow to send an email message when the settings of VM4 are modified. 

You can start an automated logic app workflow when specific events happen in Azure resources or third-party
resources. These resources can publish those events to an Azure event grid. In turn, the event grid pushes those
events to subscribers that have queues, webhooks, or event hubs as endpoints. As a subscriber, your logic app can
wait for those events from the event grid before running automated workflows to perform tasks - without you writing any
code. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-grid/monitor-virtual-machine-changes-event-grid-logic-app 

 

QUESTION 4

You create an Azure virtual machine named VM1 in a resource group named RG1. 

You discover that VM1 performs slower than expected. 

You need to capture a network trace on VM1. 

What should you do? 

A. From Diagnostic settings for VM1, configure the performance counters to include network counters. 

B. From the VM1 blade, configure Connection troubleshoot. 

C. From the VM1 blade, install performance diagnostics and run advanced performance analysis 

D. From Diagnostic settings for VM1, configure the log level of the diagnostic agent. 
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Correct Answer: C 

The performance diagnostics tool helps you troubleshoot performance issues that can affect a Windows or Linux virtual
machine (VM). Supported troubleshooting scenarios include quick checks on known issues and best practices, and
complex problems that involve slow VM performance or high usage of CPU, disk space, or memory. 

Advanced performance analysis, included in the performance diagnostics tool, includes all checks in the performance
analysis, and collects one or more of the traces, as listed in the following sections. Use this scenario to troubleshoot
complex issues that require additional traces. Running this scenario for longer periods will increase the overall size of
diagnostics output, depending on the size of the VM and the trace options that are selected. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/troubleshooting/performance-diagnostics 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure subscription that contains the resource groups shown in the following table. 

RG1 contains the virtual machines shown in the following table. 

RG2 contains the virtual machines shown in the following table. 

All the virtual machines are configured to use premium disks and are accessible from the Internet. 

VM1 and VM2 are in an availability set named AVSET1. VM3 and VM4 are in the same availability zone and are in an
availability set named AVSET2. VM5 and VM6 are in different availability zones. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

VM1 and VM2 are in an available set named AVSET1. 

For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances deployed in the same Availability Set, we [Microsoft] guarantee
you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity to at least one instance at least 99.95% of the time. 

Box 2: No 

VM3 and VM4 are in the same availability zone and are in an availability set named AVSET2. 

Box 3: Yes 

VM5 and VM6 are in different availability zones. 

For all Virtual Machines that have two or more instances deployed across two or more Availability Zones in the same
Azure region, we [Microsoft] guarantee you will have Virtual Machine Connectivity to at least one instance at least
99.99% of 

the time. 
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References: 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/virtual-machines/v1_8/ 
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